VOXI:
VOXI Friends with Benefits
Oﬀer - Terms and Conditions

1.
2.

The Oﬀer is open to all UK residents 25 under. No third party entries or
bulk entries are allowed.
How does it work?

You, the Referrer: VOXI customer
sending the link

Your friend, the Referee: Person, who
receives the link from the Referrer

Date:
31 / 08 / 2017
Version 1.0

Day 1:
You sign up to VOXI. Gentle reminder
that at this point, you have just chosen
your plan and paid to use your VOXI
plan for the next 30 days. Yaay! Once
you sign up to Friends with Benefits via
an email sent to you, you will get a
unique referral link. You can use this link
to refer VOXI to your friends. If they
successfully sign up to VOXI and use
your referral link, we’ll give you a £10
amazon voucher. Nice, right?
You can share your referral link with
your friend, via social media or any
other manner you want to.
When your friend uses your referral link
to becomes a Voxi customer, you will
receive an email from VOXI confirming
that they have now joined.
Day 30:
It is now time for you to pay your next
30 days’ bill. Once you pay, you will be
eligible to claim your £10 amazon gift
voucher as long as your friend has also
paid their second payment.

Day 1:
Referee, is now a VOXI customer. They
will now have their own referral link and
can refer friends to VOXI, following the
same process as you and become a
referrer.
Day 30:
It is now time for the Referee to pay
their next (and second) 30 days’ bill.
Once Referee pays, they will be eligible
to claim the £10 amazon gift voucher as
long as you have also paid
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We reserve the right to verify the eligibility of entries. We may require
such information as we consider reasonably necessary to verify the
eligibility of an entry. Reward may be withheld until we are satisfied
with the verification. We reserve the right not to give reward for a
successful referral if we believe that the referral is not legitimate,
including but not limited to users referring themselves, multiple user
referrals, returned orders, cancellations and orders placed under the
minimum spend.
We reserve the right to substitute any reward for an alternative of
similar value. Your reward is not transferable.
In the event of fraud, abuse, and/or an error aﬀecting the operation of
the Oﬀer, we reserve the right to end or suspend the Oﬀer and amend
these terms & conditions. We will notify you in a timely manner.
Your personal data will be collected, stored and processed for the
purposes of administering and assessing the Oﬀer. We will comply
with all requirements of the Data Protection Act 1998. Find out more
about our Privacy policy please visit voxi.co.uk/privacy
The Oﬀer is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or
associated with, Twitter or Facebook or any other form of social media.
*Amazon.co.uk is not a sponsor of this promotion. Amazon.co.uk Gift
Cards ("GCs") may be redeemed on the Amazon.co.uk website
towards the purchase of eligible products available on
www.amazon.co.uk. GCs cannot be reloaded, resold, transferred for
value, redeemed for cash or applied to any other account.
Amazon.co.uk is not responsible if a GC is lost, stolen, destroyed or
used without permission. See www.amazon.co.uk/gc-legal for
complete terms and conditions. GCs are issued by Amazon EU S.à r.l.
All Amazon ®, ™ & © are IP of Amazon.com, Inc. or its aﬀiliates.

We are VOXI trading under VODAFONE LIMITED a company registered in
England under company number 1471587 and whose registered oﬀice is at
Vodafone House, The Connection, Newbury, Berkshire RG14 2FN
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